Across

6. If there is a competition between interests, then a question arises regarding resolution. [PRIORITIES]
7. A piece of tangible personal property is known as this (together as one word). [CHOSEINPOSSESSION]
8. A legal interest will take priority, where there is a certain type of purchaser (all in one word) who does not have notice of the prior equitable interest. [BONAFIDE]
9. An equitable interest which is less than a full equitable interest. [MERE]

Down

1. A piece of intangible personal property is known as this (together as one word). [CHOSEINACTION]
2. This is another name for personal property. [CHATTELS]
3. Equitable interests are only recognised when it is necessary to give effect to equitable. [DOCTRINES]
4. Equitable interests are this by their nature. [FLEXIBLE]
5. Where the equities are equal, the first in prevails. [TIME]
6. A bundle of rights. [PROPERTY]
Across

10. Latec Investments Ltd v Hotel Pty Ltd (1965) 113 CLR 265. [TERRIGAL]